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The e.xiste.nce is investigated of the solutioa of an optimal control problem 
with a performance index specified as an integral quadratic form of coordin- 
ates and coatrob of a plant deacrlbed by a system of linear differ&la1 equat- 
ions with lagging argument, A connection is established between the given 
problem and optimal problems of a special kind, for which the solution exist- 
ence conditions have been inve&ga&d iu detail. 

1. We consider the problem of minimizing the functional 
00 

I = ,s (z’ (t) A’%(f) + zt (t) A% (t) + d (t)A%(t) + e’(t)A”‘4t))d~ 

relative to the plant’s equations of motion 

s’(t) = &4t - 71) + $ &u 0 - 6,) 

- %‘I G t G 0, 5 0) = qx (0; - 0, d t G 0, u (4 = (PU (4 

o=~Fg~~l~...~~lx o=eO~e~...<e, 
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Here S (t) = (51, . l .) z,,,} and u (t) = (2&y, * * -7 u,,) are the state vector and 
the control vector, respectively vz (t)’ and (pu (t) are initial functions for which 
a contiimous solution of Eq. (1.2) exists zf and ej are the time lags in the coord- 
inates of the state vector (1 deviations of the argument) and of the controls (r devia- 
tions of the argument), respectively: Ai, Bj Md A@) = fl t$ 11 are coastant mat- 
rices; the superscdpt r denotes transporftloa. Equations of the type given character- 
ize a wide class of engineering proceasea. of economic systems, etc. 

From the results in [l- S] it follows that if a solution of the problem given, as a 
problem of analytic design [ 1 - 61, exists. then it has the form 

K = - (d2’)-’ (B&V,, + Boll (0) + A(‘)‘) 

fh (0 = - (At2’)-l (BatBar (8 + Pas (6, 0)) 

&(u) = - (A”))-l (B81Bo1 (0) + POI (%a)) 

Here the matrices Wo = Wi, Bot(&) and Peti (5, 0) = J%L(Q, 5) (i = 1,2; k = 
1,2,3) satfsfy the system of equations prcrtnted in C61. 

Let us now caWkr the probkm of optimi.l;ing a functl~nal of form @.I) relative 
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the plant’s equations of motion that are approximations of (1.2). as follows from [6> 

JNN* tt) = AGNN*(~) + i: -‘hi (t) + Bouw(t) + i Bizzi (t) (1.4) 
kl i=r 

T$V%~‘(t) + Zi (t) = &l(t), i = 1, - - ., N 
0, (I*)-‘Zi*‘(t) + Zi+ (t) = $1 (t), i = I, - . ., IV” 

zo v> = xNN*(t), zo* (t) = UNN*(t) 
ZTi (t) = ZNriTI-s (t), zti tq = ZTY*19it3r-1 tu 

*i-l Xi-1 

Zi(O)=~ S X(6)d6, Zi*(O)=F 5 U(6)d6 

5 ’ Xi 

xi = - iZ,iP, xi 5 - itl, (N*)-l 

( 1.5) 

When minimizing functional (1.1) relative to (1.4) we use XNN= (t), UJ+-N* (t) and 
INN’ instead of X (t), U (t) and 1, respectively: zt (t) and z; (t) are vectors 

of dimension m and ?8, approximately characterizing the effect of the time lags in 
the coordinates of the state vector and controls. 

Existence conditions for the solution of optimization problems of this class have 
been given, for instance, in [7 - 101; the optimal solution has the form 

( 1.6) 

0, N* 
w c Kz [I - i] zi* (t) 

i-1 

Here K1 Ijl and Ka 111 are matrices of dimensions n urn and n xn. The 
optimal controls (1.3) and (1.6) are chosen from the class of admissible controls us(t) 

E L, (0, 00). When (1.3) and (1.6) are fulfilled Eqs. ( 1.2) and (1.4) have contin- 
uous solutions 5 (t) E L, (0, 00) and XNN* (t) E Le (0, m) (z (t) satisfies(l.2) 
almost everywhere). The following theorem establishes the relation between the exist- 
ence conditions for the solutions of the optimal problems of minimizing the quadratic 
functional (1.1) relative to Eqs. (1.2) and (1.41, respectively. 

Theorem. Suppose that we can find numbers No and Nz such that the opt- 
imal solution UNN* (t), XNN* (t) of problems of form (1. l), (1.4) - (1.6) exists(does 
not exist) for all N > No and N* > Nt. Then the optimal solution u (t), X (t) 
of control (1.1). (1.2) exists (does not exist), and in case the optimal solution exists 
we can find No ‘(6) and N! (6) such that 

m 

s II u 0) - UNN*(t)112dt<& SItX(t)-XNN”(t)Il*dt~8 
(1.7) 

;I - I&‘iV*j < k06, ko = lT+X’, ai;’ 1 

for all N > No and N* > N,*. Het)e the symbol 11 - 11” denotes the square of 
the Euclidean norm of the corresponding vector. 

In what follows system (1. Z), (L 3) and, respectively, the minimization problem 
(1. l), (1.2)are called originaLwhile system (1.4)-( 1; 6)and the minimization problem 
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(1.11, (1.4) are called approximate. 
We remark Mat the system f 1. 21, (1.3) of linear equations with lagging argument 

is treated here as 8 limit system relative‘to (1.4) - f l. 6). We assume that Q. (1.3) 
has been obtained formally on the basis of Eellmaq’o functional equation and that the 
control systems satisfied by the makices W,, ‘BOi (g) and P,,&, a) (i = 1,2; 
k = %,2,3) is apprnximated by the difference scheme following from the algebraic 
Riccatf equation characterizing the approximate optimal probiems ( 1.1). (1.4) (for 
example, see CS,lOl). while KI [i - $1 and KS [1 - f], are tit-order approximat- 
ions of matrices Kz (f) and & (a) , respecffvely, fn the nodes - iTrN_’ and 

j0, (N*)-I, i.e. * -4 a,N"< f& - (i - 1) zJ'f-' and --ie, (N*)-‘f 

; $*:lp 
- 1) 0, w*)“, K,(Z) = KI Ii1 + o (N-l) and KS (0) -- K% iii + 

L e m’m a 1. Let u ft), z (t) and UNN* (t), XENV (t) be asymptotically stable 
solutions of the axiginal problem Ct. 21, (I., 3) and of the approximate problem (1. a), 
(1.6). respectively, and let 1 and I NNL be the values of Lnctional(1.1) under the 
values indicated. Then for every arb&atiy small 6 > 0 there exists numben. No 
(8) and N,* (8) for which ineqUitie8 (1.7) are valid. 

We remark that analogously to [ll - 141 we can e8tablitb the proximity of the 
solullons of the original system (1.2) of equations with la . 

!P 
g argument and of the 

approximate systems (1.4) with N > No and N* > N,, for an arbitrary finite inter- 
val lo, ?‘a], i. e, t for any arbitrarily small &I and for au arbitrary bounded domain 
of in&al canditlcris of system (1. Z), aa well as for a bounded norm of II (8) E L, (0, 
To), we can find N, (61) and Nz (6,) 
6 

such that I/ 3 (t) - XNN* (t) IJL~~, rO) < 
1. 

Ekpressious permittfng a direct setting up of trajectories x (t) and xflN+ (t) foU- 
ow from (1.3) and (l. 6) under a subrtttution of the corresponding valuea of the cootdin- 
ates of the original and the apptorlmate plants, determined by solving EC@. (1.2) and 
(l.4) nlative to x (t) and x#~* (t) . Tht diffh%rse e, (g)*= U @) - UN&* (t) 
is estimated successively on the two Lnttrvafs IO, T,l and f TO, m). By vihw: of 
the asymptotic stability of the systems the fntegral square e&mate of eu (t) On the 
interval [I’,, do) can be made as small aa deshed by means of choo&g To. Let 
tts estimate the sohahn e, fj;) on the interval lo, T,f by investigathg the sqr?aGn 
for e&j on the interval I-0, T,], 6 = max {f&, TJ, as a Volterra iiitergral eq- 
uation of the second kind. Because of the square atmmabiltty of ulir equation’s kemel 
andbtcwscitr~tcrmtendrtozeK,untformlyin t< To as N andN* tendto 
infinity [Z?, IS], the srnaftecat of II e*(t) I/L~~, ~3 and, c~~~~~~ the fulf@r+ 
0f the &nt 0f ~ottditi~nr, (1.7) follow from the pro~e8 of the solut@ of the Volterra 
equation. The estimate for the difference e, (C) = x (t) - ANN* (t) is derived au- 
alogously. The resulting last inequality in Cl. 7) fallowe from the pncediag two. 

L e m m a 2. If systerkx ( 1.21, f 1,3f iS ~ym~~~~y stile, for the ~~teoc~ 
of opttmal control (1.3) it is necessary and sufficfutt that the r%Wr.ices wa = JOY 

&s(E)~ i = 1, 2, and POk (E, a) = &‘ik (a, E), k = 1, 2, 3, satirrymg a Wt- 
em of Riccati equations exist IQ 

The proof is analogous to that in U., 2L 

2, The proof of the theorem stated in Sect, 1 is bared on the inveragaua of the 
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asymptotic s~b~~~ (~~~bi~~) of system (1.2), ( 1.3). We reckon that the case of 
instability of #e system encompasses the case of nonasymptotic stability. In the case 
of asymptotic stability the proximity (in the sense of (1.7)) of the soIutions of equat- 
ion systems (1.2). ( 1.3) and (1.4), (1.6) follows from Lemma 1. If we allow for the 
fact that U(t) has been written in form (1.3) on the basis of BelIman’s functional eq- 
uation, then from Lemma 2 it follows that the given u, ft) is the optimal contro2. 

In the case of dubiety of system (1.21, (1.3) functional E 1.1) with r.8 ($1 in form 
(1.3) is unbounded, i. e. t the optimal sohtion is absent. Indeed, by virtue of the 
instability of system (1.2)” (1.3) the inequality ilz (~4 Ilo & 26~ > 0 is fulfiIIed for 
a denumerable set of t;p , Using (I, Z), (1.3) and the expression 2 @P+ a) --2 (tir) s 

ez’ ft,~), we select the size of the interval ftk - al,, tk + et) on which II r tt) I/ 2 
3 a8 with the aid of the relation 

o(Be=,k2j12’(lk)jfgjlfeks~~“(if~~d~~, JV>O 

If the derivatives 3’ (t/J are bounded, then k ek < e > 0 and, consequently, the inte- 
gral 

System (1.2), (l.3) is investigated by comparison with the approximate systems 
(1.4), (1.6), and the instability of approximate system indicates the absence of an 
optimal soIut,ion to the corresponding approximate problem, Let us set up the traject- 
ories xs (t) = {%-VIy* @), s1 Ml - * *, 2% (9) of the optimal approximate system 
and 3: ($1 of system (I, 2), ( 13). ‘From (l.?l - (1.6) follow the Inequalities 
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is fulfilled. Here and further the coastants Mi > 0 in the estimates of the inequal- 
ities are used with& being determined in detail. 

According to Eq. (1.2) we have 

(2.3) 

From expressi- (1.3) and (1.6) follows 

iv_ = min t&V, IV*) 

U&lg the relations 

we reduce expression (2.5) to 

From inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) and the Lemma in Eli} it follows that when 11 x (t) 11 
+ II IL (t) II < 6, tI< t < tl + 2’ , 
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Taking into account that the solution of a system of linear differential equations with 
constant coefficients, describing a approximate optimal system, is majorized by a 
damped exponential function, we have 

II J&N*(r) II + II urviv* (t) II Q kl~Ie-a(‘-lO), kl> 1, a > 0 
II %I (to) II e 61 

Let the initial conditions of the system (1.2) and (1.3) are such that 

to < t < to -I- 0, &c (t) + S, (t) < V2 6 / kl 

Let us determine the initial conditions z. (t) at instant to -I- 8 from the corres- 
ponding values of z (t) and u (t) according to (1.5). Let to -I- T = a-lln (4 kI) 
and let N_ be so large that 

to + 0 f t < to + 0 + T, M, (T) f V-N_ < ‘I, 
Then the inequalities 

to + 0 < t =G to + 0 + T, II 3 @) II + II u 0) II \< Gzu @I + 
l( xNN* (t) 11 + II UN-V* (t) II < 6 

to + 2' < t < to + 0 + T, II 2 (t> II -I- II ZJ @) II f 6 14 

are filfilled to within quantities of the order of smallness 0 (N-9 . Now assuming 
to + 8 + T as the initial instant tl, we determine the initial values x0 (t) 

from the corresponding values of X (t) and U (t). Analogously we obtain 

to + 8 + T < t < t, + 6~ + ZT, II x 0) I] + II u (t) II < 6 1 4 + 
G,, (t) < 6 I 2 

to + 2T < t < to + 8 + ZT, II 2 (t) II + II ZJ (4 II d 6 / 8 

Repeating for T more steps, we find 

to + kT < t < to + 0 + kT, .I1 u (t> II + II x (t) I{ < 2-W 
k = 1,2, . . . 

Thus, for an arbitrary bounded domain of initial conditions of system (1.2), (1.3) we 
can find a time interval kT during which the trajectories of the coordinates and of 
the controls of the system belong to an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the origin( of 
the order o (A?)), which attests to the asymptotic stability of the given system. 

An insignificant change in the proof scheme presented (see [ll], for instance) shows 
that if system (1.2). (1.3) is asymptotically stable. then we can find No and NO* 
such that the approximate systems (1.4), (1.6) are asymptotically stable when N > NO 
and N* > NO*. Finally, the instability of system (1.21, (1.3) when the approximate 
systems (1.4). (1.6) are unstable can be proved by contradiction. 
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In conclusion we mention that the results estabffshed above serve as a foundation 
for the abbe of invest$gating the considered class of optimal control problems 
for plants with time lags in the control and in the coordinates on the basis of the invest- 
igation of optimal control problems for linear dynamic plants wtthout time lags, where 
the special form of the matr&es of these plants’ dynamics equations permits us to con- 
fine ourselves to finite, frequently sma& valuea of X and X*, This question is tou- 
ched upon in more detail in f63 wherein the calculations are carried out for a number 
of concrete time-lag coi&rol systems. Also considered irr [6] is a ~~p~rn~~.~-~~l 
problem when plant (1.2) is controlled by regulator (1.6) whose parameters are deter- 
mined by solving an apppximate optimal problem. We take note also of [IS] in which 
a method is considered for investigating a class of optimal control problems for distribut- 
ed-parameter plants on the basis of an investigation of a sequence of ~~~-dirne~on- 
al optimal problems. 
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